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Abstract
Paper aims: This study proposes, applies, and discusses a model based on the analytic hierarchy process (AHP) method
with the objective of assessing the issue of materiality of sustainability reports in the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI)
model of civil construction companies.
Originality: The published literature contains few studies that propose quantitative models for the assessment of materiality
for sustainability reports. To address this data gap, the present research suggests new paths.
Research method: After the hierarchical structure of the model had been developed, specialists were asked to prioritize
the criteria and sub-criteria in their orders of preference. Their decisions were collected through a questionnaire and the
responses were included in the model using the individual aggregation of priorities method applied to the AHP.
Main findings: It was concluded that there is scope for improving the quality of sustainability reports, as there are
companies that fail to disclose relevant topics according to the judgment of the specialists consulted in this study.
Implications for theory and practice: The AHP method with absolute measurement proved to be an efficient model,
mainly because it allows for weighting of criteria and sub-criteria, demonstrating that it is useful for comparing the
materiality of company reports.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Sustainable development
The concept of sustainable development has been the focus for decision makers in organizations. According
to the Brundtland Report, sustainable development meets the economic needs of the current generation without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their needs (World Commission on Environment and
Development, 1987).
Following this concept and committed to global transformation, the “2030 Agenda”, launched in 2015 by the
United Nations (UN), recognizes the need to change the trajectory of countries and regions (Spangenberg, 2016;
United Nations, 2015). The “Triple Bottom Line”, another important concept, addresses the three dimensions
of sustainability: environmental, economic, and social (Elkington, 1997).
This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License, which
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Presently, many companies recognize and monitor these three dimensions using sustainability indicators,
which provide information on how the company contributes to sustainable development. As sustainability is
characterized by both quantitative and qualitative aspects, multi-criteria decision making (MCDM) methods can
be useful for prioritizing topics based on the company’s overall impacts (Govindan et al., 2015a, b; Ziout et al.,
2013). Such methods can improve decision-making by breaking down the evaluation of alternatives and
systematically accounting for conflicting criteria (Durbach & Stewart, 2012). In addition, the MCDM allows a
broader view from varying perspectives and supports the development of sustainable strategies (Kucukvar et al.,
2014; Manzardo et al., 2014). MCDM methods are commonly used in the field of sustainability (Boral et al.,
2020; Cegan et al., 2017; Choudhury et al., 2020; Man et al., 2020; Mohammed, 2020; Schlickmann et al., 2020).

1.2. Sustainability in the civil construction sector
Awareness of socioenvironmental issues led the civil construction sector, as well as other industries, to
participate in the debate on sustainability and to initiate strategies to respond to the challenges of sustainable
development. Notably, the civil construction sector has strategic importance, presenting itself as a strong indicator
of economic growth (Liu et al., 2020).
However, like so many other activities, this sector causes socio-environmental impacts, from the manufacture
of raw materials, to changes in the region where the construction is located. On a global scale, the construction
industry is responsible for consuming much of the planet’s water, energy produced, and available raw materials.
It also emits a significant amount of greenhouse gases into the atmosphere and is responsible for a substantial
generation of solid waste (Ecorys, 2014; Willmott Dixon, 2010).
Additionally, the construction sector is a major contributor to occupational accidents and diseases, with
its rate considered higher than the average for other industries (Poghosyan et al., 2020; Trinh et al., 2019).
Regarding the economic part of the triple bottom line, there is a growing consensus within and outside the
construction industry, that corruption and other unethical practices are endemic to the sector, as the complex
and costly nature of construction projects gives rise to the potential for corruption (Ameh & Odusami, 2010;
Ameyaw et al., 2017; Gunduz & Önder, 2013).

1.3. Sustainability reports and materiality
Traditional accounting and financial reporting fail to adequately measure the socio-economic and environmental
impacts of organizations, leading to the need for more comprehensive reporting. Companies, including those
in the civil construction sector, aiming to manage their business based on the environmental–social–economic
framework, increasingly monitor, quantify, and disclose more data to stakeholders through sustainability reports.
To create these reports, we have an example of the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) model, which is the most
common model adopted by organizations worldwide (Mancini & Sala, 2018; Moggi, 2019; Safari & Areeb,
2020; Talbot & Boiral, 2018).
Transparent communication improves the credibility of a company’s environmental and social commitments
and favors long-term value creation processes (Schmeltz, 2014). However, organizational characteristics, such
as business model, size, property held, and social and cultural contexts, affect the significance of a company’s
impacts and the expectations of its stakeholders in relation to sustainability. For this reason, not all sustainability
topics have the same relevance for all companies (Wicher et al., 2019).
The GRI Sustainability Reporting Guidelines emphasize the importance of focusing on the “material”
sustainability topics, that is, those that truly reflect the organization’s significant economic, environmental, and
social impacts. The Global Reporting Initiative (2016, p. 10) defines materiality as “the principle that determines
which relevant topics are sufficiently important that it is essential to report on them.” This is the definition for
materiality used in this article.
Sustainability reports cover multiple topics including energy, biodiversity, human rights, and governance. As the
interested groups are very diverse, it is a challenge for organizations to determine what information is necessary
(Reimsbach et al., 2019). To solve this problem, “materiality analysis” is applied, which aims to determine the
relevance of a given aspect for an organization and its stakeholders (Calabrese et al., 2016). In order to carry
out such an analysis, the organization must involve different interested groups, seeking to integrate different
perceptions of economic, environmental, and social issues. These perceptions will serve to indicate what should
be reported, as well as how the organization should act in the face of issues related to sustainable development.
However, it is important to note that the quality of this analysis varies. As each organization has its own
method for determining which information is material, a notable divergence of the contents of the sustainability
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reports released is expected (Edgley et al., 2015; Lai et al., 2017). Additionally, materiality analysis is a process
characterized by subjectivity, as opinions, experiences, and expectations directly influence the assessment of
the relevance of sustainability aspects. Decision-making involving subjective judgments is considered uncertain
and imprecise (Costa & Menichini, 2013; Yan & Ma, 2015).
It is worth mentioning that the credibility and reliability of sustainability reports have recurrently resulted in
criticism in scientific literature. An issue raised frequently is that sustainability reports can be used as a facade
of legitimacy, or as an attempt to practice greenwashing, by highlighting aspects indicating good performance,
while suppressing negative indicators with the aim of presenting a socio-environmentally responsible image
that may be inaccurate (Brooks & Oikonomou, 2018).

1.4. Research gap and article objectives
The published literature contains a limited number of studies that propose models, primarily quantitative, for
assessing materiality in sustainability reports. This has been noted by Calabrese et al. (2019). In these studies,
the proposed models are not used for the evaluation of previously published reports, but as a guideline for
the production of new reports. In addition, none of these studies are aimed at the construction sector. Such
limitations of the previous literature imply that a materiality analysis model must be immediately developed for
the sector, primarily to analyze previously published reports.
In order to address this research gap, specifically focusing on the issue of subjectivity in the assessment
of materiality, and to assist in the critical analysis of sustainability reports, this study proposes a new path:
an analytical model of materiality is proposed based on the MCDM method “Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP)
with absolute measurement” (Saaty, 2006), which is applied to sustainability reports from Latin American civil
construction companies. These results will be discussed. The civil construction sector was selected as the object
of this research due to its great potential to generate impacts for sustainable development.

2. Literature review on the topics related to the proposed method
2.1. AHP method
AHP (Saaty, 1980) is a decision-making approach used to solve complex problems with multiple criteria
involving qualitative judgments. It is a subjective tool that is widely used to assign priority rankings to decision
criteria and sub-criteria (Zhao et al., 2016).
To make a well informed decision using the AHP method, Saaty (2008) points out that a decision maker
needs to generate priorities by breaking down the decision into the following steps:
i.

Defining the problem and objective to be achieved.

ii. Structuring the decision hierarchy with the objective defined at the top, followed by intermediate levels with criteria
on which the subsequent elements depend, down to the lowest level (which, in general, is a set of alternatives).
iii. Building a set of peer comparison matrices. To make such comparisons, decision makers must use a number
scale to indicate how many times an element is dominant over another element, in relation to the attribute or
indicator they are compared with. Table 1 shows the paired comparison scale.
iv. Adopting the priorities from the comparisons and assigning rankings to each of them. This procedure is to be
performed for each element. For each element in the following levels, the weighted values are to be added to derive
an overall score. The addition of the weighted values was continued until the rankings of the alternatives at the
lowest level were obtained.
Table 1. Saaty fundamental scale.
Intensity of Importance

Definition

Explanation

1

Equal Importance

Two activities contribute equally to the objective.

3

Moderate importance

Experience and judgement slightly favour one activity over another.

5

Strong importance

Experience and judgement strongly favour one activity over another.

7

Very strong or
demonstrated importance

An activity is favoured very strongly over another; its dominance demonstrated in
practice.

9

Extreme importance

The evidence favouring one activity over another is of the highest possible order of
affirmation.

2, 4, 6, 8

Intermediate values
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The AHP method is scalable, easily adjustable to tackle various sized issues, and requires minimal input data.
However, it has some limitations as it does not consider the interdependence between criteria and alternatives
at the same hierarchical level. In addition, it can lead to inconsistencies in the judgments as well as a reversal
of priority rankings when new alternatives are included (Saad et al., 2019). The mathematical equations of the
method can be found in literature (Ocampo, 2018; Tramarico et al., 2019; Yu et al., 2020), therefore are not
duplicated here.
Notably, the method is qualitative and subjective, and therefore, contradictions may occur. Judgments,
even if performed by specialists, need to be validated, and a consistency procedure within the comparison
methodology should be followed.
Such consistency depends on the ability of the judges to express coherent comparisons in the sense of
transitivity: if option A is rated as k1 times more important than option B and k2 times more important than
option C, and if option B was considered k3 times more important than option C, how close will this latter ratio
k3 be to k1k2?
Thus, the congruence of the analysis obtained by the AHP method must be validated based on the consistency
ratio (CR). Saaty considers that a value less than 10% indicates an adequate consistency of judgments. Above
that value, judgments must be reconsidered (Saaty, 1980).
It is common for the decision makers judgements to lack confidence. Thus, a sensitivity analysis must be
performed to guarantee the reliability of the results (final score). If small changes in the weighting of a criterion
(or sub-criterion) results in significant changes to the final scores, it is stated that the results are sensitive to the
criterion. This means that the criterion weighting must be precisely determined (Simanaviciene & Ustinovichius,
2010). If the results obtained from the sensitivity analysis are acceptable, the decision maker can proceed to the
final step, which classifies the candidate evaluation according to the obtained aggregate scores.
In the AHP approach with the use of absolute measurement, paired comparisons between criteria and
sub-criteria are made as per the classic approach. However, the elements on the lowest level of the hierarchy
(usually alternatives) are not compared with each other but they are categorized using elements of an evaluation
scale (Saaty, 2006).
For Saaty (2008), one of the main advantages of this approach is that it reduces the number of necessary
paired comparisons, which is particularly useful when there are many alternatives, or new alternatives to add
after assigning rankings to the criteria and sub-criteria. In addition, there is no order inversion when new
alternatives are included.
Rahman et al. (2019) used AHP with absolute measurement to propose a system of business excellence
aimed at the Bangladesh hotel industry. In another example of the application of this approach, Petrillo et al.
(2017) developed a “carpooling system” platform model based on different criteria.

2.1.1. AHP method for group decisions
It is natural that there are inconsistencies in the decision-making process when the issues are analyzed by a
group of people. A group decision involves the subjectivity of each individual on a wide range of issues. Such
a situation can culminate in conflicts that are not always possible to be resolved.
The behavior of a specific group will determine how the information is analyzed and aggregated within
the AHP. The two most commonly used methods for calculating collective priorities in decision making with
multiple factors are as follows: i) aggregation of individual judgments (AIJ) – in the case of groups that act
homogeneously and ii) aggregation of individual priorities (AIP) – for groups that prefer to maintain the
analysis of each individual (Ramanathan & Ganesh, 1994). Notably, it is possible to assign different weightings
to decision makers or else consider them of equal importance within the process, both for the AIJ and the AIP.
As an example of the application of the AIP, Martin-Utrillas et al. (2014) used the method to aggregate
the opinion of experts and develop a model which could select the optimum combination of techniques to be
applied in the decontamination of leachate in landfills.

2.2. Global reporting initiative
The United Nations Environment Program (UNEP), in association with the Coalition for Environmentally
Responsible Economics (CERES), launched the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) in 1997 to improve the quality,
structure and coverage of sustainability reports (Global Reporting Initiative, 2020). Such reports are the focus
of the guidelines.
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The GRI sustainability reporting guidelines combine the reporting of financial and non-financial information
in a standardized structure, resulting in a comprehensive characterization of a company’s sustainability
performance in terms of its economic, environmental, and social impacts (Global Reporting Initiative, 2021a).
Such guidelines offer companies a number of potential advantages, such as allowing standardization of reporting
content, improving relationships with stakeholders, and comparing organizations’ practices and performance
(Calabrese et al. 2016; Safari & Areeb, 2020; Talbot & Boiral, 2018; Wagner & Seele, 2017).
Since its introduction in 1997, the GRI has launched several editions of guidelines. The fourth generation
(G4), launched in 2013, started to emphasize the concept of materiality, encouraging reporting organizations
to provide only information that truly reflects their economic, environmental, and social impacts, based on a
dialogue with their stakeholders and an evaluation of the organization’s impacts (Global Reporting Initiative,
2013). According to Global Reporting Initiative (2016, p. 10), “not all material topics are of equal importance,
and the emphasis within a report is expected to reflect their relative priority”.
In October 2016, the GRI launched a new version of the guidelines: the GRI Standards. Developed by the
Global Sustainability Standards Board (GSSB), they allow organizations to publicly disclose their economic,
environmental, and social impacts through disclosures (former indicators in GRI G4). The GRI Standards include
the main concepts of the GRI G4 guidelines, which have been improved to allow a more flexible structure, clearer
requirements, and simpler language (Global Reporting Initiative, 2020).
The GRI advised organizations to adopt the new standard in their sustainability reports as early as 2016.
After July 2018, reports and other materials that refer to the GRI must adopt the new structure. Therefore, since
that date, GRI G4 guidelines can no longer be used (Global Reporting Initiative, 2018).
According to the GRI database, since these guidelines emerged, 485 companies in the construction sector
around the world have released their reports following the format suggested by the GRI. In Latin America,
throughout the period of existence of these guidelines, 101 organizations have completed their reports following
this guidance (Global Reporting Initiative, 2021b).

2.3. Previous studies on models for analyzing materiality
The studies described below were located using the search strategy detailed in section 3.1.
Through these search strategies, 177 articles and 45 theses or dissertations were found. Duplicates were
excluded, and the studies were filtered, retaining only those where the focus was on materiality in sustainability
reports. Thus, 43 studies were selected, including 41 journal articles, a master’s dissertation, and a doctoral
thesis. Regarding the analysis of materiality to determine the content of these reports, only 4 studies presented
in this review proposed models that assist in such an analysis. Table 2 provides a summary of the studies that
developed models for analyzing materiality.
Table 2. Summary of studies that developed models for materiality analysis.
Does the study use
methods of MCDM?

Focus on which version of
the GRI guidelines?

Was the proposed method
used to analyze reports
already published?

Calabrese et al. (2015)

No

GRI G4

No

Retail

Calabrese et al. (2016)

Yes

GRI G4

No

Water

Source

Sector(s) of the
company(ies) analyzed in
the study

Bellantuono et al. (2016)

Yes

GRI G4

No

Mechanical; Food and
Tourism; Information
and Communication
Technology; other (not
specified)

Calabrese et al. (2019)

Yes

GRI G4

No

Water

A literature review indicates that the published studies containing models to assist in the analysis of materiality
do not propose examining published reports. In addition, the focus lies on the GRI G4 guidelines, which are no
longer in effect, and none of the studies are applied to the civil construction sector. In other words, there is an
important gap in the literature: a model is needed to analyze materiality in previously published reports, which
focuses on the current GRI Standards, and is directed toward the civil construction sector.
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3. Research method
3.1. Strategies to search for previous studies on models for analyzing materiality
The database for scientific articles was selected after research in the “Portal de Periódicos da Coordenação
de Aperfeiçoamento de Pessoal de Nível Superior – CAPES Portal.” The Scopus base was selected because it
had the greatest number of results. We attempted to use other databases to include articles in Portuguese,
without success, indicating that this research topic is not yet substantially present in Portuguese journals. The
“Biblioteca Digital Brasileira de Teses e Dissertações (BDTD)” was also consulted in order to increase the breadth
of research in national studies.
Our literature review has a number of limitations. First, only studies published in the databases described
above were included in this research. In other words, reports or documents from the “gray” literature sector,
chapters from books, or articles from events have been excluded. The starting date for this review was 2015.
For the selection of articles, the following descriptors were used in the CAPES Portal, seeking to maximize
the results: 1) “Any article containing ‘sustainability’” AND “in the subject contains “materiality’”; 2) “Any article
containing ‘sustainability’” AND “in the title contains ‘materiality’”. At BDTD, the descriptors that returned the
most relevant results were as follows: “All fields: ‘materiality’” and “All fields: ‘sustainability report’”.
Duplicates were eliminated, and the materials were read in full, excluding those that did not focus on the
“materiality” theme. From the remaining studies, those that proposed models for materiality analysis were selected.

3.2. Sector and companies chosen to apply the proposed model
For this study, a model for analyzing the materiality of sustainability reports was proposed, which was applied
to civil construction companies in Latin America. This sector was considered as the best example available, due
to its economic importance and its high potential to generate socio-environmental impacts.
The selected companies published their sustainability reports in the GRI Standards model, published on the
GRI website in 2019. The filters (Sector → Construction; Region → Latin America and the Caribbean; Report
Type → GRI Standards; Report Year → 2019) resulted in the selection of 16 organizations. Table 3 shows the
companies selected for this study.
Table 3. Selected companies.
Company

Country

Geométrica (A)

Peru

HLF Romero (B)

Colombia

SMC ©

Peru

Smont & Aragon (D)

Peru

Graña y Montero (E)

Peru

Inmobiliaria Vinte (F)

Mexico

COSAPI (G)

Peru

Ferzamate SAC (H)

Peru

Construcciones El Condor (I)

Colombia

Concesión La Pintada (J)

Colombia

Percerhad SAC (K)

Peru

Volcan (L)

Chile

MLugo (M)

Peru

Negociaciones Vimer EIRL (N)

Peru

Comercializadora S&E (O)

Peru

Concesion Alto Magdalena (P)

Colombia

3.3. Hierarchical structure of the problem
The methodology used in this research was based on the multicriteria AHP method, using the absolute
measurement approach. This method was chosen because it reflects the concerns identified, and offers a logical
procedure to follow for comparing factors with the objective of establishing priorities and assigning weightings
that reflect the relative importance of sustainability issues. Furthermore, the AHP method is a well-established
model, used within academia and industry. The method incorporates additive and compensatory mechanisms
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and allows for the ordering of alternatives. The absolute measurement approach was used to reduce the number
of necessary paired comparisons, as there are many alternatives and there is still the possibility of using the
model later to evaluate reports not included in this research.
Previous studies have shown that this method is adequate for representing the structure of sustainability
issues presented in the GRI guidelines (Calabrese et al., 2016; Ziout et al., 2013). Regarding the triple bottom
line, the GRI reporting structure allows for clear structuring of the economic, environmental, and social elements
and their associated subject matters, (former aspects in GRI G4), with each topic referring to a single GRI series.
The proposed method uses the GRI structure within the AHP in terms of criteria (dimensions) and decision
sub-criteria (topics), offering a useful tool to analyze the materiality of sustainability reports. The assessment is
summarized according to Figure 1, in which its hierarchical structure is represented, which is the same structure
of the GRI standards.

Figure 1. Hierarchical structure of the assessment.
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After the hierarchical structure of the assessment was built, 17 specialists - all graduates and working in
the civil and/or environmental sectors – were asked to make comparisons to rank the relative importance of
the topics used in the GRI reporting model for civil construction companies. The comparisons were collected
via a questionnaire, and the answers were collated using the AIP method applied to AHP. The numerical scale
of Saaty (Table 1) was presented to the specialists, which allowed them to compare the topics in the hierarchy
(Figure 1).
Based on these comparisons, it was possible to assign degrees of importance to the sustainability topics
in relation to the hierarchical structure’s objective. As the absolute measurement approach was used, there
was no need for comparisons between the alternatives. In addition, the consistency ratio was examined to
verify the consistency of the evaluations by the specialists. According to Saaty (1980), the consistency ratio
should not exceed 10%, with this value being adhered to in the decision matrices developed as a result of
this research.
It was decided to give the same weight to the “Economic”, “Environmental” and “Social” criteria, based
on the triple bottom line concept, in which dimensions are equally important for sustainable performance
(Elkington, 1997).
The computer program Expert Choice® (2004) was used to perform the calculations. This program has several
features and functions, such as graphical sensitivity analyses, which allow a broad understanding of the results
obtained, in addition to automatically calculating the consistency ratio of the judgments made.
To obtain the numerical values of the absolute evaluation scale, a comparison matrix was constructed
between their degrees of intensity (e.g. “Has” or “Does not have” such a topic in their report).
The last stage of the research enables a ranking of the companies analyzed, in relation to the materiality of
their reports, based on the sum of the weights attributed to each topic. This phase included the analysis of the
data obtained from the companies’ sustainability reports, using the aforementioned software.

4. Results
Tables 4-6 present the topics disclosed by the surveyed companies, obtained from their GRI sustainability
reports for the year 2019.
For the sub-criteria, Tables 7-9 present the weights assigned by the specialists for the topics of the Economic,
Environmental, and Social elements, respectively.
Following the specialists’ comparisons for each sub-criterion, the values of the absolute measurement
evaluation scale were input into the matrix, presented in Table 10:
Table 11 shows the general ranking of materiality for the companies analyzed, after the calculations were
performed with the aid of Expert Choice® (2004).
The sensitivity analysis for each criterion (economic, environmental, and social) was completed using Expert
Choice® (2004), results are presented as Figure 2-4.
In the case of the “Economic” criterion, the first inversion of positions occurs with an increase in weighting
from 33.3% to 38.6% (16% variation).
In the case of the “Environmental” criterion, the first inversion of positions occurs with an increase in
weighting from 33.3% to 40.0% (20% variation).
In the case of the “Social” criterion, the first inversion of positions occurs with an increase in weighting
from 33.3% to 36.9% (11% variation).
Table 4. Topics published by companies (Economic).
COMPANIES
A

B

201

C

D

X

X

E

F

202
TOPICS

G

H

I

J

X

X

X

X

X

203

X

204

X

X

X

X

205
206

X

X
X

X

K

X

L

M

N

O

P

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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Table 5. Topics disclosed by companies (Environmental).
COMPANIES
A

B

C

301

D

E

F

G

X

303
304

J

X

X

306

X

X

X

O

P
X

X

X

X
X

X

X

N

X

X
X

X

M
X

X

X

L

X

X

308

K

X

305
307

I

X

302

TOPICS

H

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X
X
X

X

Table 6. Topics disclosed by companies (Social).
COMPANIES
A

B

401

X

C

D

E

X

X

X

X

F

G

H

I

X

J

K

L

M

N

X

X

X

X

X

X

402
403

P

X
X

X

404

X

X

X

X

405

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

406

X

X

407

X

408

X

409
TOPICS

O

X

X

X

X

410

X

411
412
413

X

414

X

X

X

415

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

416
417

X

418
419

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Table 7. Weights assigned by experts in the Economic Series.
Dimension

Economic

Weight

0.333

Topic

Weight within dimension

Overall weight

201

0.140

0.047

202

0.127

0.042

203

0.115

0.038

204

0.126

0.042

205

0.345

0.115

206

0.148

0.049

Table 8. Weights attributed by specialists in the Environmental Series.
Dimension

Environmental

Weight

0.333

Topic

Weight within dimension

Overall weight

301

0.068

0.023

302

0.063

0.021

303

0.218

0.073

304

0.158

0.053

305

0.120

0.040

306

0.182

0.061

307

0.126

0.042

308

0.065

0.022
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Table 9. Weights assigned by specialists in the Social Series.
Dimension

Weight

Social

0.333

Topic

Weight within dimension

Overall weight

401

0.060

0.020

402

0.025

0.008

403

0.101

0.034

404

0.038

0.013

405

0.081

0.027

406

0.056

0.019

407

0.020

0.007

408

0.130

0.043

409

0.116

0.039

410

0.034

0.011

411

0.037

0.012

412

0.032

0.011

413

0.053

0.018

414

0.023

0.008

415

0.030

0.010

416

0.064

0.021

417

0.011

0.004

418

0.036

0.012

419

0.053

0.018

Table 10. Absolute measurement evaluation scale.
Has

Does not have

Weight

Has

1

9

0.900

Does not has

1/9

1

0.100

Table 11. Materiality ranking.
Ranking

Company

Pointing

1º

G

0.129

2º

J

0.126

3º

O

0.083

4º

L

0.077

5º

E

0.070

6º

C

0.066

7º

H

0.057

8º

K

0.053

9º

I

0.047

10º

P

0.046

11º

F

0.044

N
13º

A

0.041

D
M
16º

B
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Figure 2. Sensitivity analysis for the “Economic” criterion.

Figure 3. Sensitivity analysis for the “Environmental” criterion.

Figure 4. Sensitivity analysis for the “Social” criterion.
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5. Discussion
A possible reason for the variation in the quality of the materiality analysis is the absence of consistent
structures to carry out such an analysis. The proposal of models for conducting materiality analysis can reduce
the subjectivity present in the process, as noted by Costa & Menichini (2013) and Yan & Ma (2015). However,
it was found, through a literature review, that there are few studies that propose to fill this gap, which has also
been noted by Calabrese et al. (2019).
There is also a shortage of models allowing the analysis of reports already published, verifying whether the
disclosed aspects are the most sensitive for the sector in which the organization operates, which could indicate
greenwashing (Brooks & Oikonomou, 2018). It was also found that the models in the literature do not consider
the updated version of the GRI guidelines – GRI Standards (Global Reporting Initiative, 2020). To fill these
gaps, a model for analyzing materiality in GRI reports was proposed in this paper and applied to Latin American
companies in the civil construction sector for the year 2019.
Of the Latin American companies that published their sustainability reports in 2019 on the GRI website,
Peruvian companies were the most common. Of the sixteen companies studied, ten were Peruvian, four were
Colombian, one Chilean, and one Mexican. The absence of companies from countries with large triple bottom
line dimensions and which are economically important in the region, such as Brazil and Argentina, is striking.
However, the investigation into the absence of such companies was not the focus of this research.
With regard to the application of the AHP method with absolute measurement, it was possible to reach the
final objective of the assessment, which was to order civil construction companies according to the materiality
of their reports, based on specialists’ opinions. However, through this method, it was possible to make other
observations regarding the priorities of each criterion and sub-criterion. The same weightings were attributed to
the economic, environmental, and social dimensions, corroborated by Elkington (1997) triple bottom line concept.
Within the economic dimension, the sub-criterion “Anticorruption” is of note, as it obtained the greatest
weighting from specialists. This demonstrates the importance of this theme, possibly due to several cases of
corruption within the civil construction sector which are increasingly investigated and reported in the media of
several countries. Remaining in the ethical field, “Anti-competitive behavior” has the second greatest weighting
within the economic dimension, confirming that experts are concerned about this issue. Authors such as Ameh
& Odusami (2010), Ameyaw et al. (2017), and Gunduz & Önder (2013) point out that corruption and ethical
deviations are endemic in the civil construction sector, due to the number of negotiations that take place that
give rise to the potential for such abnormal behavior to occur, and the difficulties preventing project scrutiny.
Of the reports observed, there were companies that did not disclose such topics (as shown in Table 4).
In relation to the environmental dimension, experts gave greater weight to the topic “Water”, followed
by “Effluents and Waste”. As discussed previously, civil construction accounts for a large portion of water
consumption on the planet, while it is responsible for generating significant amounts of solid waste on a global
scale. The priority given to these topics by the experts questioned corroborates the available literature (Ecorys,
2014; Willmott Dixon, 2010). Despite the importance of these topics for civil construction, there were companies
that neglected these matters in their reports.
In relation to the social dimension, experts gave greater weight to “Child Labor” and “Forced or Compulsory
Labor”, showing concerns about human rights violations, which for many years have been denounced by
international organizations and comprises part of the UN Agenda 2030 (2015). Another concern of the experts
related to “Occupational Health and Safety”, given the high number of accidents and occupational diseases
within the sector (Poghosyan et al., 2020; Trinh et al., 2019). Only one company studied these issues. However,
“Child Labor” and “Forced or Compulsory Labor”, despite being of concern to the consulted specialists, appear
in only a few reports, demonstrating that there is potential for companies to become increasingly focused on
these social issues.
For alternatives, the ranking obtained with the use of absolute measurement, according to the materiality
of their reports in the view of experts, the following companies stand out: Cosapi (Peru) is ranked first with
0.129, followed by Concesión La Pintada (Colombia) with 0.126 in third place; and Comercializadora S&E (Peru)
appears in fourth place, with 0.083.
The use of absolute measurement proved to be efficient, as it reduced the subjectivity of judgments, starting
from the absolute data and reducing the number of assessments made by the decision makers in relation to the
traditional AHP method. Another advantage is that the addition of other institutions to the assessment would
not require new decisions to be made by the specialists.
Finally, the sensitivity analysis showed the consistency of the results, as in order to have a change in the
ranking presented in this study, the weight of the criteria (dimensions) should vary by at least 11%, in the case
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of the social dimension. In other cases, the variation should be 16% and 20% for economic and environmental
dimensions, respectively.

6. Conclusions
This research aims to propose, apply, and discuss a model to evaluate the materiality of sustainability reports
in the GRI Standards of civil construction companies in Latin America. The data presented in the survey were
collected from sustainability reports published on the GRI website by the companies.
The importance of each sustainability topic was considered by experts, in relation to their relevance to the
civil construction sector. The method used for this weighting was AHP, which is one of the best known and
most used MCDM tools. To compare the relative materiality of the companies’ reports, an absolute measurement
approach was used. Through the AHP method, the problem was structured and divided into criteria, sub-criteria,
and alternatives, allowing the development of a materiality ranking for the companies’ sustainability reports.
The ranking obtained with the application of AHP with absolute measurement for the top three companies
was Cosapi (Peru), followed by Concesión La Pintada (Colombia), and Comercializadora S&E (Peru) appears
in third place. The weightings attributed by the specialists are in accordance with what the literature deems
fundamental in terms of sustainability for the civil construction sector. There is great potential to improve the
quality of sustainability reports, as there are companies that fail to disclose pertinent topics in the experts’
judgment.
The AHP method with absolute measurement proved to be efficient, particularly because it allows for
weighting of criteria and sub-criteria, demonstrating that it can be useful for comparing the materiality of
company reports through the classification of their available alternatives. Using sensitivity analysis, the method
also makes it possible to show fluctuations of the results in response to variations in the weightings, depending
on the degree of importance given to the criteria and sub-criteria. In addition, the use of the Expert Choice®
program enabled efficient assessment, producing clear results and achieving the study objective.
One of the limitations of the AHP method observed in this research, apart from its subjectivity, is the fact
that the knowledge of decision makers about the issues addressed is a fundamental variable pertaining to the
quality of the results. Another limitation of the study was the lack of sustainability reports generated in large
countries in the Latin American region, such as Brazil and Argentina. This meant that the number of potential
reports relevant to the study was reduced. The sustainability topics were also analyzed from the perspective of
specialists working in the civil and environmental construction sector, whereas other stakeholders are involved
in broader processes of the companies studied.
For future work, it is suggested to use other MCDM methods to compare the materiality of sustainability
reports produced by construction companies. It is proposed that the methodology in this study is adopted
for such reporting in consecutive years, to determine whether the quality of sustainability reports, in terms of
materiality, improves. It is recommended that companies incorporate the proposed method, to define with their
stakeholders which sustainability topics are considered material for inclusion in sustainability reporting and to
compare with other companies in the sector, assisting in the benchmarking process.
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